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This lecture will examine the relationship between commerce and mobility. Rather than looking at the people 
who moved from place to place in search of economic opportunity, however, or at those who climbed up or slid 
down the social hierarchy as a result of commerce, I will be discussing the things that moved or, more precisely, 
those that did not move into commerce or did so only with great difficulty or only through very narrow channels. 
These goods are what I am calling “sequestered commodities.” The category included many kinds of property – 
landed wealth and land’s accouterments, but also craft goods like silver basins, necklaces of pearls and rubies, 
illustrated psalters, dresses of silk or wool, rosaries (whether made of cheap wood or fine gems) fur cloaks, 
steel armaments, or even simple household linens. Goods like these were held back from the commercial world 
because they were invested with cultural and social values that exceeded their economic worth, even though 
most of them would have brought handsome returns in the marketplace. All of them had long been recognized 
as bearing cultural or social value, but during these centuries, as market exchange exploded, constituting an ever 
growing part of the entire economy, and as trade networks expanded radically in size, length, and complexity, 
goods like those I will describe were, paradoxically, invested with even more sociocultural significance. I will 
examine why commerce compelled these heightened investments in such property, describe the sociocultural 
and political work these goods did as “sequestered commodities,” and trace the slow progression by which such 
goods were released to the marketplace as the medieval centuries slid into the modern.

Martha Howell, Miriam Champion Professor of History at Columbia University, New York, specializes in social, 
economic, legal, and women’s history in northern Europe during the late medieval and early modern centuries, 
concentrating on the Burgundian Netherlands, northern France, and Germany. She received her bachelor’s degree 
from Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., and both her M.A. and PhD. from Columbia. Before joining the 
Columbia faculty in 1989, she taught at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, and from 1989 to 1995 
she served as Director of the University’s Institute for Research on Women and Gender.

Her publications include Commerce before Capitalism in Europe, 1300-1600 (Cambridge, 2010); From Reliable 
Sources, with Walter Prevenier (Cornell, 2001; German ed., Böhlau, 2004); Uit goede bron, with Marc Boone and 
Walter Prevenier (Garant, 2000); The Marriage Exchange: Property, Social Place and Gender in Cities of the Low 
Countries , 1300-1550 (Chicago, 1998); and Women, Production, and Patriarchy in Late Medieval Cities (Chicago, 
1986). She is presently working on the culture of credit in northern Europe during the late medieval and early 
modern centuries. Recipient of fellowships from the Mellon Foundation, Fulbright, ACLS, Guggenheim, several 
European foundations among others, she was awarded a doctorate of humane letters, honoris causa, from the 
University of Ghent, Belgium in 2007 and in 2015 was elected a foreign member of the Royal Flemish Society of 
Belgium Academy of Arts and Sciences.


